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ABSTRACT 

 

The current study focused on statistically investigating nanofluids’ turbulent flow and rate of 

heat transfer in double pipe heat exchanger with rod inserts. Through the use of numerical 

simulation, the effects which the various kinds of nanofluids have on the enhancement of 

heat transfer using finite volume method (FVM) are studied. An application of homogeneous 

heat flux is made to the tube wall. More so, an examination of the effect of three varying 

slant angles of rod insert (α = 25°, 30°, 45°) was carried out at varying Reynolds number 

ranging from 7500 - 20000. The statistical results revealed that the coefficient of transferring 

heat in the tube containing rod inserts is higher than that of the smooth tube. In addition, 

results also showed that when rod insert are used in double pipe heat exchanger to augment 

the Nusselt number increases the slant angle. The max value of Nusselt number was 

demonstrated at the angle 45° of rod insert. Through the use of the rod inserts at (α=45°) and 

(S = 30mm), the coefficient of maximal skin friction was determined because of the 

resistance of larger flow. The maximal value of the Performance Evaluation Criteria (PEC) 

was mentioned in the case of min slant angle of (α = 25°) and the pitch distance of S = 30 

mm.  

 

Keywords: Hybrid nanofluids; thermal conductivity; temperature; ethylene glycol; titanium 

oxide; zinc oxide. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the last decades, the improvement of heat transfer in a two-pipe heat exchanger has 

received great attention from researchers. A heat exchanger is described as a device through 

which heat is transferred between one or more fluids. In order to stop the fluids from mixing 

or having direct contact with each other, a solid wall may be used in separating them. The 

role of heat transfer enhancement cannot be underestimated, because it enhances the mixing 

of fluid for the purpose of increasing the criteria of performance evaluation of the devices 

used in transferring heat. It also helps in improving the thermal system’s efficiency. The rate 

of heat transfer between fluids and the heat exchangers’ wall have been enhanced through 

the use of various techniques of heat transfer. The purpose of this enhancement is to enable 

the conservation of energy, decrease the cost and size of heat exchangers. An example of one 

of the techniques used is the passive method of heat transfer enhancement. In the passive 

method, various elements are included with the aim of generating swirl and vortex flow, 
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which in turn increases the coefficient of heat transfer. Through the use of numerical and 

experimental methods, the effects that the different kinds of insert elements in tube has on 

the enhancement of heat transfer have been studied. Such methods include, V-finned tape 

inserts, conical-strip inserts, vortex-generator VG inserts, coil inserts, louvered strip inserts, 

twisted tapes inserts, hollow twisted tapes, butterfly inserts, Helical screw-tape inserts, 

perforated circular disk inserts, small rod insert and perforated plate inserts, helical tape 

inserts, wire coil and twisted tape inserts. The use of different methods of heat transfer 

methods have been employed in heat exchanger, and such methods have been enhanced and 

widely applied in engineering applications and industrial equipment like solar thermal 

systems, petrochemical industry, car radiator, power plant, air-conditioning, chemical 

reactors, refrigeration, process industry, shell-and-tubes heat exchangers, nuclear reactor, etc. 

In the study carried out by [1] numerical method was used in studying how conical strip 

inserts affect the performance of thermo hydraulic in the tubular turbulent laminar flow zone. 

Results of their study showed that the average Nusselt number of the tube which was 

improved by 3.7 - 5.51 times {Nu = 16.15 -24.05 average}, and an increase in average factor 

of friction by 5.31 - 14.77 times (f = 0.59 -1.51 average) of plain tube occurred. By means of 

numerical simulation, Fan et al. [2] carried out an investigation of the attributes of flow 

resistance, heat transfer and general performance of turbulent flow in terms of thermo-

hydraulic within a circular shaped tube consisting of fitted louvered strip inserts. The findings 

of their study revealed that the augmentation of the number OF Nusselt occurred by 2.75 – 

4.05 times (Nu = 108.71 – 423.87) as in the case of smooth tube. There was a change in value 

range of Performance Evaluation Criterion (PEC) to 1.60 – 2.05. In a research carried out by 

[3], an experiment was carried out to with the aim of investigating the effect of inserted 

louvered strips on the transfer of heat and features of friction in a central tube of heat 

exchanger. Findings of their study showed that increases occurred in friction loss and Nusselt 

number by 413 % and 284 % for the forward louvered strip, respectively, while the increases 

for the backward louvered strip over the plain were 233 % and 263 %, respectively. A 

statistical study carried out by [4] examined how the thermodynamic and thermal 

performance of the receiver of a parabolic trough collector is affected by inserts of perforated 

plate. Their results showed that increase occurred in the modified thermal efficiency by 1.2 

% and 8 %. 

Similarly, in an experiment carried out by Guo et al. [5], the impact of decrease in 

conical-strip tube inserts’ upwind area on characteristics of turbulent friction factor of 

turbulent flow and heat transfer was studied. These researchers found that conical-strip 

inserts had a Nusselt number of 53 %, while that of the inserts of conical-ring was 56 %. 

More so, an experiment was carried out by Azari and Derakhshandeh [6] with the aim of 

studying how the performance of heat exchanger is influenced by the use of Nanofluids and 

butterfly tube inserts (BTI). Their results indicated that the Nusselt was reasonably improved 

by about 345 % at 0.027 % NVC and Re = 1500 for the tube flow alongside its BTI relative 

to the tube. Also, increasing has been recorded about 2.5 % in the NVC of their study, which 

reduced the Nusselt number for the flow inside the tube with butterfly tube inserts. In a 

numerical investigation which was carried out by [7], the affection of the use of louvered 

strip inserts that were put into a heat exchanger for the circular pipe and flow field using 

nanofluids of different kinds was studied. Based on their statistical results, heat transfer could 

be improved by the arrangement of the forward louvered strip at the max slant angle at α = 

30° by approximately 367 % to 411 % and min pitch of S = 0.3 mm. They also reported that 
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the (PEC) value was within the range of 1.28 –1.56. In a numerical an experimental study 

conducted by [8], the effect which the various types of butterfly inserts, jagged and classic 

twisted tape has on the transfer of heat, thermal efficiency and friction factor of an air-cooled 

heat transfer was investigated. The findings indicated that the butterfly insert with inclined 

angle of 90° achieved the highest level of thermal efficiency. In order to determine the effect 

of pipe insert on reduced pressure, transfer of convection heat and Performance Evaluation 

Criterion (PEC), [9] conducted a numerical study, and the findings of the study revealed that 

improvement occurred in the max  Nusselt number by 3.4 - 10.3 like that of the smooth tube. The effect 

which coiled wire inserts placed in turbulent flow regime has on decrease in pressure and transfer of 

heat in a tube was examined [10]. They were able to achieve an overall enhancement of 50 %, 

and the Reynolds number of the coiled wire with P/D = 1 and s = 1 mm was found to be 

4220. In another experimental study carried out by Garcı´ et al. [11], the effect of three wire 

coils of varying pitch placed within a smooth tube in transition and laminar regimes was 

investigated. Using different Reynolds, they studied pressure drop and transfer of heat under 

conditions of heat flux. Their findings revealed that an increase occurred in the friction factor 

by about 5 % and 40 % in the completely laminar region.  When  [12] numerically simulated 

the effect of a novel tube insert known as centrally hollow narrow twisted tape, they 

discovered that the overall  tube performance of the insert improved by 28.1 %. A new 

method that involves the use of a twisted tape was introduced [13] as a means of predicting 

the coefficient of heat transfer during the boiling of flow within horizontal tubes. A numerical 

study was carried out by Rios-Iribe et al. [14] with the aim of studying the effect which a 

twisted tape has on the transfer of a non-Newtonian fluid with a steady laminar regime flow 

via a circular tube. Their results of experiment results revealed that with a decrease in the 

ratio of twist and an increase in Re, an increase occurred in the thermohydraulic efficiency. 

In another study in which [15] conducted an experimental and a numerical analysis, the effect 

which inserts of longitudinal strip has on the thermal hydraulic attributes of the flow of air 

within a circular tube was studied. Their results showed that increases in the coefficient of 

pressure drop and heat transfer of tubes with inserts of twisted tape occurred by 13 – 61% 

and 150 – 370 %, respectively.   

The effect of V-finned tapes (DFT) on the enhancement of thermal performance in a 

stable heat fluxed inserted square duct was studied [16]. Their numerical and experimental 

study showed that the maximum friction factor and heat transfer were achieved by the 

inserted square duct at RB = 0.20 and RP = 0.50, and the maximum thermal performance 

was achieved at RB = 0.1 and RP = 1.5. The effect which triple helical tapes placed in a tube 

for turbulent flow via a tube has on the enhancement of heat transfer, was studied by Bhuiya 

et al. [17]. A maximum enhancement of 3.7 was achieved for the inserts as per constant 

blower power. When [18] examined the conical rings affection on the enhancement of heat 

transfer and change in pressure drop within a pipe with stable heat flux, they found that the 

impact which the conical ring inserts had on the efficiency of improvement of heat transfer 

in the heat exchangers was adverse. In an experimental study [19], a rectangular-cut twisted 

tape was inserted in a tube, and its effect on coefficient of transfer of heat, friction factor, and 

the efficiency of heat transfer of water for turbulent flow was investigated. It was found that 

efficiencies of heat transfer enhancement were around the range of 1.9 to 2.3. More so, it was 

found that the efficiencies increased as the Reynolds number increased. Similarly, a 30° V-

shaped rib was inserted in a tube, and its effect on the enhancement of heat transfer was 

studied in an experimental study carried out [20]. The findings of their study showed that a 
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max thermal improvement factors of about 1.4 and 1.09 were got for the ribbed twisted tape 

at BR = 0.09 and the twisted tape without rib, respectively. The current study focuses on 

studying the numerical effect of a rod inserted in a double pipe heat exchange on the 

coefficient of heat transfer and friction factor. More so, the effect of PEC on varying rods 

inserts inclination angles α, of 25°- 45° with pitch(S = 30 mm) is examined respectively in 

this study. In the study, the use of Reynolds numbers ranging from 7500 to 20000 is 

employed. 

 

 

PHYSICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 

 

Physical Model 

Figure 1. below is a schematic diagram that represents the circular tube in which the rod is 

inserted. The rod insert has a length of about 6 mm. The current study also investigates the 

effect of varying mixtures of the slant angle (𝛼 = 25°, 35°, 45°) and pitch, P (P = 30mm). 

The tube has an inner diameter of D = 20 mm, and a length of L = 400 mm. In the study, 

attention is not given to the thickness of solid wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a circular tube containing rod inserts. 

 

Governing Equations 

Continuity, energy and momentum equations for flow of fluid in single pipe heat exchanger 

in which rod are inserted, were solved using CFD analysis. The phenomenon which is 

investigated in this study is governed by the following equations; incompressible and 2-

dimensional equations for the Navier-Stokes and energy equations as given below.   

Continuity equation: 

                                                      𝜕/𝜕𝑥(⍴𝑢𝑖) = 0                                                         (1) 

 

Momentum equation: 
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where, 𝐶𝑝 denotes the particular heat at constant pressure,(Kj/kg.k),k represents the turbulent 

kinetic energy (m2/s2), ε represents the turbulent dissipation rate (m2/s2). Since, k−ε approach 

has several applications in heat transfer because of several reasons such as it is clearly solved 

by CFD for planar shear layers as well as   recirculating flows [22], therefor it has been 

considered in this study. Many researchers have stated that this model is widely employed 

and validate turbulence model with applications ranging from industrial to environmental 

flows [23, 24]. The k−ε approach represents in the follow equations.  

                           
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑖) =

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝑢𝑡

𝜎𝑘
)

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐺𝑘 − 𝜌𝜀                                         (4) 

 

Likewise, the TKE rate of dissipation, 𝜀 is given by the following equation:  

                                
𝜕
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where, 𝐺𝑘 denotes the TKE generation rate, while 𝜌𝜀 represents the rate of destruction.  

𝐺𝑘 is written as: 

                                             𝐺𝑘 = (−𝜌𝑢𝑖́ 𝑢�́�
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
                                                             (6)  

           

PEC was significant in the evaluation of the quality of the heat transfer enhancement of heat 

exchanger. PEC is given as: 

                                    PEC = (𝑁𝑢 𝑁𝑢°⁄ ) (𝑓 𝑓°⁄ )
1

3⁄⁄                                                       (7) 

 

Where Nusselt numbers of improved tube and smooth tube are denoted by 𝑁𝑢 and 𝑁𝑢°  , 
respectively. The factors of friction of the smooth tube and improved tube are represented by 

𝑓 and 𝑓° , respectively.  

                                                         

Boundary Conditions 

In the currents study, the conditions of boundary for the physical domain are simplified as 

demonstrated in Figure 1. The figure illustrates the single pipe heat exchanger in which the 

rod is inserted, alongside an application of the uniform heat flux on the bottom and top walls, 

while the left and right sides are subjected to velocity inlet and pressure outlet, respectively. 

An application of a heat flux of 100,000 𝑊 𝑚2⁄  is made to the bottom and top walls of the 

heat exchanger. Selections of the (RNG) 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence and standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence 

models were made with the aim of achieving prediction accuracy in the circular tube. To 

solve the equations of time independent incompressible Navier-Stokes, and to perform the 

analysis of turbulence model, the use of finite volume model was employed. The use of 

pressure-velocity coupling algorithm Semi Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations 

(SIMPLE) was employed in the evaluation of the pressure field. A completely developed 

velocity profile was used at the inlet with a turbulence intensity of 1% maintained. Study 

results in terms of the effect of slant angle of rod inserts on Nusselt number, performance 

evaluation criteria and coefficient of skin friction are presented. In the simulation conducted 

in this study, the use of water was employed as working fluid for the numerical investigation 

which was conducted in the heat exchangers containing rod inserts. The placements of the 

inclined rod inserts was done in the tube of the test that possessing with slant angles, α of 

25°, 35° and 45° with the linear direction 
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Grid Independent Test 

In this study RE = 15000, P/D = 0.5 has been considered to set mesh. Based on the outcomes, 

it is seen that, the Nu is proportionate to the number of faces, and the Nu was 170 when 

number of faces was 250000. Moreover, there is no change in Nu when number of faces 

increasing to 260000 and up as shown in Figure 2. Thus 260000 faces was configured to 

execute simulation process 

 

 
Figure 2. Grid independent study. 

 

Code Validation 

One of the essential steps taken in numerical studies to ensure that the numerical codes are 

valid as in other past studies is code validation. The process of code validation also helps in 

preparing the code for runs. The method of code validation used in Fan et al. [2] was 

employed in this study for the purpose of validating code. This group of researchers 

numerically examined impact of inserted conical strips on the Nusselt number within a 

circular tube as presented in Figures 1. More so, they also used air as a test fluid to examine 

the effects of the conical strips’ geometrical parameters. The results of the comparison carried 

out in this study between the present study results and that of Fan et al [2] are presented in 

Figure 3. It can be observed that the result of the current study supports the results of Fan et 

al. [2]. The results has been verified with experimental results and the average percentage of 

error is 8 % and this percentage is acceptable to proceed simulation process [21] 
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Figure 3. Present results comparison with the result of Fan et al. [2] with pitch  

S = 30 mm. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Effect of Geometrical Parameters 

In Figure 4, variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for smooth pipe and pipes 

with insets at various angles. Based on the results of the study, as the Reynolds number 

increases, the Nusselt number for all inclination angles of the rod inserts increases. It was 

also observed that an increase in the slant angle causes to the Nusselt number to also increase 

with maximum value achieved at angle 45°. In addition, it was also found that a strong 

intensity of turbulence was produced by the rod inserts. This in turn caused the flow to mix 

up rapidly, particularly at high slant angles. The enhancement of heat exchanger is clearly 

mentioned in the results that shown in Figure 3. The results show that the enhancement of 

heat exchanger is 60 % compared with smooth pipe when use inserts with 25°. Furthermore, 

the enhancement of heat exchanger was 62.5 % compared to the smooth pipe when use inserts 

with 35° and maximum enhancement occurs when inserts with angle 45° is used and it is 

65.7 % compared to the smooth pipe. The reason of increasing percentage in enhancement 

with increasing of inserts angles is that the increasing the angle of inserts is causing 

obstruction   in the flow of the fluid.  
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Figure 4. Reynolds number with a different of the Nusselt number with angles  S=30mm 

of the inserts. 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of skin friction coefficients with Re for smooth tube and 

tubes with different rod insert angles. From the figure, it can be clearly observed that as the 

Reynolds number increases for all inclination angles of the rod insert, a decrease occurs in 

the coefficient of skin friction. Furthermore, as the slant angle of rod inserts increases, an 

increase occurs in the coefficient of skin friction with a max value achieved at the angle of 

45° due to the resistance of larger flow which was observed at the largest angle. The results 

shown Figure 5 represents that the coefficient of skin friction is increase with increase of 

slang angle. The coefficient of skin friction increase 20 % compared to the smooth pipe when 

the angle of inserts is 25°, 50 % increase when the angle of inserts is 35° and 66.6 % increase 

when the angle of inserts is 45°. 
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Figure 5. Varying coefficient of friction t with Reynolds number with varying angles and 

S=30mm of rod inserts. 

 

Figure 6 presents the data used in the comparison of the effect of varying slant angles of rod 

inserts on the PEC. From the figure, it can be observed that the use of a small slant angle (α 

= 25°) at pitch (S = 30 mm) with small Reynolds number can be employed so as to achieve 

a better value of PEC.  

 

 
Figure 6. PEC with Reynolds number with varying angle of slant and at S = 30mm of rod 

inserts. 

 

The effect which the various slant angles of rod inserts has on the temperature contours and 

velocity were at Re=7500 as contained in Figure 7. From the figures, it can be seen that the 
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high turbulence flow or vigorous blending at the back of the rod inserts leads to many 

vortices, which increase as the slant angle increases. The maximum vortices and mixing flow 

were achieved at the max angle (α = 45°). It was found that the weakest flow was at the 

smallest angle (α = 25°), thereby resulting in a convective current that is too weak, with 

limited effect on the rate of heat transfer. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 

Figure 7. Velocity (top) and temperature (bottom) at Re=7500, S = 30 mm; (a) α = 45°, (b) 

α = 35° and (c) α = 25°. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

   

In the study, the use of the inserted rods in double pipe heat exchanger was employed in 

enhancing the convective heat transfer of turbulent flow within a tube with a circular shape 

with continuous heat flux on the bottom and top walls. For the acquisition of the coefficient 

of skin friction, Nusselt number, and performance evaluation criterion, the use of numerical 

simulation was employed. Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions are 

drawn:  

1.    An augmentation of the Nusselt number was done through the use of rod insert in a 

double pipe heat exchanger. 

2.    As an increase occurs in slant angle, an increase occurs in the Nusselt number. It was 

showed that the max value of average the number of Nusselt was achieved at a slant 

angle of 45° of rod insert. 

3.  The use of rod inserted in a tube at (α = 45°) and (S = 30 mm) was employed in 

determining the highest coefficient of skin friction. This is because the resistance of 

larger flow using rod inserts was observed at the larger slant angle. 

4.   The maximal values of the PEC were found in case of the min angle of (α = 25°) and 

the pitch distance of S = 30mm.  
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